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The Rockets hold the secondthird-longest winning streak in the history of Division 1-A (Now
the Football Bowl Subdivision) football. Toledo won 35 straight games from 1969 to
19711972. Former Missouri rival Oklahoma won 47 straight games between 1953 to 1957.
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Michael Shaw 314-471-4368 ce: Alyson BeanCOLUMBIA — We here at the Missourian
sports department love narratives. We really do.

The whole "Gary Pinkel returns to Toledo" storyline leading up to Saturday's Tigers-Rockets
game already tastes a bit stale. But there's more to the Toledo football team, the University of
Toledocq and the city in northwest Ohio than the fact that Missouri coach Gary Pinkelcq
once coached there.

Here are 10 other things to know about Toledo:

1. The city isn't exactly a center for aerospace engineering, yet the football team is called the
Rockets. The name was derived after a sportswriterwriter for the student newspaper said
thethe then-nameless team played like skyrockets in a 1923 game. 

2. Toledo's Imagination Stationcq, an all-ages science museum located in the city's
riverfront, has a Rube Goldbergcq machine that uses billiard balls instead of marbles.
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3. The Rockets hold the secondthird-longest winning streak in the history of Division 1-A
(Now the Football Bowl Subdivision) football. Toledo won 35 straight games from 1969 to
19711972. Former Missouri rival Oklahoma won 47 straight games between 1953 to 1957.

4. The Jeep was created in Toledo before it was made popular by the U.S. Army in World
War II. The name comes the abbreviation of its original name — General Purpose vehicles —
to GPcq. Hey! Those are Gary Pinkel's initials.

5. Toledo's stadium, named the Glass Bowlcq, was built in 1936 without the use of heavy
machinery. That's quite different from the Memorial Stadium expansion, where cranes have
been on site for months.

6. The television show M*A*S*Hcq takes place in Toledo. Actor Jamie Farr,cq who plays
Maxwell Klingercq in the series, is also from the city.

7. FiveThree current rRockets attended high school together at Pittsburgh's Penn Hills High
Schoolcq. St. Louis Rams first round pick Aaron Donaldcq also went to Penn Hills.

8. NFL coaches John and Jim Harbaughcq were born in Toledo. John, coach of the Ravens,
is known for winning the Super Bowl in 2011. Jim, coach of the 49ers, is known for wearing
plattedpleated LeviLevi's khakis. We'll have to wait and see if Toledo coach Matt
Campbellcq goes for a more stylish look at the Glass Bowl.

9. All five of Toledo's starting offensive linemen arehave already graduated. Three of them
are now pursuing an MBA.

10. Finally, a myth buster: the phrase "Holy Toledo" originally refers to the kingdom in
Spain. However, broadcaster Bill Kingcq made it his catchphrase while calling baseball
games.

Supervising editor is Raymond Howze.
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